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Introduction

where Ar, fr and φr are the amplitude, frequency and phase
angle of the reference sinusoid ur respectively.
The time instants tk apparently are given as

To convert an analog signal into digital, sample values
of the original analog signal usually are taken at some
specifically defined sampling time instants and the digital
signal is formed as a sequence of these sample values. As
the definition of the sampling time instants of the signal
sample value taking might differ, analog signals actually
might be converted into their digital counterparts in
various ways. The most popular approach is based on
sampling signals periodically but it certainly is not
exclusive. The sampling process might as well be also
nonuniform. A specific signal digitising technique
suggested in [1] is considered in some detail in this paper.
It is rarely used so far. According to it, signal sample
values are taken at time instants when the signal crosses a
sinusoidal reference function. Such digitising of signals,
based on their crossings of a given constant parameter
reference sinusoid, has features unparalleled by other
digital signals. For a wide class of input signals, the
envelope of their digital counterparts is invariable. And
that leads to a remarkable method for representing the
analog signals. They might be fully digitally represented
just by sampling time instant sequences rather than by the
sequences of their sample values as usual. Consequently,
the conditions for processing this type of digital signals are
essentially specific as well. Therefore adding the described
digital signal to the collection of other more conventional
digital signal types widens the variety of the signal
processing and the signal processing system design
options. When development of a specific application is
planned, this approach to signal digitising is well worth
considering. Basics of this signal digitising approach are
further discussed.
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where Tr is the period of the reference sine-wave function.
Signal sample value taking at the time instants {tk},
satisfying equation (1), represents the basic model of the
considered sampling process. Fig. 1 illustrates it.
Diagrams in Fig. 1 clearly show that the considered
scheme of signal sampling is signal-dependent and
essentially nonuniform. As is evident from them, the
envelopes of the two obtained distinctly different digital
signals are exactly the same. This is a significant positive
fact leading to far reaching consequences for processing of
this type of digital signals. Algorithms for processing such
signals often are less complicated than the widely used
conventional ones. While consideration of them is out of
the scope for this paper, spectrum analysis and waveform
reconstruction based on this type of algorithms are
discussed.
The mentioned fact that different digital signals of the
considered kind have invariable envelope also means that
the sampling point processes, given in Fig. 2 (a) and (b),
actually fully describes the respective sampled signals as
the envelopes of the sample value sequences are invariable
and pre-determined. Indeed, if a sampling time instant tk is
given, the equation (1) provides for recovery of the
respective signal sample value x(tk).
Therefore this type of point processes actually could
be considered as digital signals fully representing the
respective original analog signals in the digital domain.
An essential informative parameter characterizing this
kind of sampling is the ratio σ/μ, where σ is the standard
deviation of the sampling intervals and μ is the mean value
of them. This parameter, for the sampled signals in Fig. 1
(a) and (b), is σ/μ=0.4863 and σ/μ=0.9055, respectively.

Sampling based on signal and reference crossings
Consider sampling of an analog input signal x(t) as a
process of taking sample values of this signal x(tk) at the
time instants {tk}when crossings of the signal x(t) and a
reference sine wave ur occur. At these time instants the
following equality holds:
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a constant envelope sampling process based on a signal and a sinusoidal reference function crossings. (a), (b)
diagrams illustrating sampling of two signals having components at differing frequencies; (c) signal digital sample value sequence of the
signal shown in (a); (d) signal digital sample value sequence of the signal shown in (b)

The displayed two cases of two differing signal
sampling reveal the fact that this approach to sampling and
to analog signal digitising leads to digital signals that could
be given either as sequences of signal sample values with
envelopes defined by the used reference function or just as
sequences of sampling (crossing) time instants {tk}. Both
types of the digital signals represent the respective analog
signals equally well. The quality of this kind of digital
signals, obtained by detecting the original signal crossings
with a reference sinusoid, remains to be found out. This
issue is discussed in [2] and to some extent in the
following sections.

Fig. 2. Sampling point processes fully representing the respective
analog signals in the digital domain. (a) reference function; (b)
point process representing the sampled signal shown in Figure 1
(a); (c) point process representing the sampled signal given in
Fig. 1 (b)

Empirical distributions of the sampling intervals in
both of these cases are given in Fig. 3. Evidently they
strongly differ. The first one illustrates a sampling case
that is much better than the second one. First of all it is
better in the sense that it is more regular. The deviations of
the sampling interval values from their mean value are less
pronounced. Second, only a small number of the sampling
intervals in that case are very short. That is not the case
with the empirical distribution given in the Fig. 3 (b). In
that case, a considerable number of crossings occur very
closely in time and that represents a problem for
processing the respective signal sample values. It might be
said that the nonuniformity of sampling in the second
illustrated case is much stronger. And that is clearly shown
in the given empirical distributions and follows from the
numerical value of the ratio σ/μ.

Trading-off the mean sampling rate against the timeresolution
Features of the digital signal formed in result of the
analog input signal and the reference sinusoid crossings
obviously depend on both of the involved processes. As
the crossing point process might be considered as the
digital signal representing the original analog signal, the
basic features of concern are the regularity of the intervals
between the sampling (crossing) points and the accuracy of
the indicated crossing time instants. Both of these features
to some extent depend on the frequency of the used
reference sinusoid. Therefore the question arises how to
select the appropriate value of this parameter of the
reference function.

Fig. 3. Empirical distributions of the sampling interval duration normalized to the reference period: (a) for the sampled signal shown in
Fig. 1(a); (b) empirical distribution for the sampled signal shown in Fig. 1 (b)
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Fig. 4. Digital signal (b) in the case where a signal crosses a low frequency reference function as shown in (a)

There are some considerations that might be taken into
account. In general, at low reference frequencies the
relative resolution with which the crossing events are fixed
in time is better than at high reference frequencies. From
that point of view, low reference frequency seems to be
preferable. On the other hand, at low reference frequencies,
the crossings typically occur as it is shown in Fig. 4 (a).
Then the crossing point pattern in time basically depends
on the signal frequency content as the signal typically
crosses the reference function a number of times during
each period of the reference and the sampling point process
then is characterized by relatively high values of the ratio
σ/μ as it is rather irregular. Consequently, distortions of the
sampled signal processing due to the cross-interference
phenomenon might be expected then.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the digital signal forming in the case where
relatively high frequent reference function is used. (a) sampling
process; (b) formed digital signal

As the given illustrations show, usually it is preferable
to use reference sinusoids at relatively high frequencies.
However even then the irregularities of the obtained digital
signal might lead to significant distortions of the signal
processing results. These distortions are typical for any
kind of nonuniform sampling and they are caused by the
cross-interference between the nonuniformly sampled
signal spectral components. While more often than not it is
desirable to work at higher reference frequencies,
increasing of the reference frequency is limited. And the
consideration of the time-resolution basically is the
dominating factor setting up this limit. Therefore the mean
sampling rate, directly depending on the reference
frequency, often has to be traded-off against the achievable
time-resolution.

Fig. 5. Illustration of a sampling case where the reference
sinusoid is not crossing the signal within relatively large signal
segments. (a) crossings of the signal and the reference function;
(b) obtained digital signal

Conclusions

Another drawback typical for the cases where low
frequency reference functions are used is illustrated in Fig.
5. As can be seen, there are relatively large gaps between
the detected crossing points. In result, essential information
is lost during these time intervals. The formed digital
signal, namely, the sampling (crossing) point process,
given in Fig. 5(b), again is nonuniform and it is
characterized by large values of the ratio σ/μ.
The digital signal, obtained in the cases where
relatively high frequency reference function is used,
typically is more regular as the reference function basically
imposes the crossings.
A typical sampling process of this kind is given in Fig.
6. As can be seen, the formed digital signal indeed is more
regular in this case.

The discussed signal digitising technique, based on
signal sample value taking at time instants when the signal
crosses a sinusoidal reference function, certainly is specific
and it has unusual positive and not so positive features.
Probably the most valuable property of this kind of
nonuniform digital signals is their constant envelope not
depending on the original analog signal frequency content.
That makes it possible to develop algorithms for
processing them without massive multiplication of multidigit numbers. The specific features of the described digital
signals given as sequences of timed sampling events are
discussed in [2]. It seems that this approach to analog
signal digitising has high application potential. In
particular, it is well suited for massive data acquisition
from a large quantity of signal sources [1, 3].
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